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Executive Summary 
When groundwater flows upwards into rivers, and the groundwater chemistry is 
different from the river water chemistry, a change in the river water chemistry occurs 
along the river. River water chemistry all along a part of the Pages River in the 
vicinity of the proposed Bickham Coal Mine was measured. Water electrical 
conductivity, which is indicative of salinity,  was particularly useful for identifying 
deleterious groundwater inflow. Two distinct sites of saline inflow were detected. The 
first and most pronounced is in the vicinity of Splitters Creek which is delivering high 
EC surface flow as well as high EC groundwater to the river. The second is just 
upstream of a sandstone gorge. Both locations are clearly evident on the map of EC 
along the river. 
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Figure 1 Electrical Conductivity (Salinity) variation along the Pages River on the 8th of June 
2006. 2 Saline inflow sites are clearly evident from sudden increases in River EC. This map 
enlarged is with graphs and maps of other parameters at the end of the report. 
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Introduction 
Allen Hydrogeophysics were contracted to conduct a run-of-river water parameter 
profiling survey on the Pages River around the site of a proposed Bickham Coal 
Mine. 
 
The survey was conducted on the 8th of June 2006 after a long period without rain. In 
days before the survey some rain fell in the catchment and humidity levels rose. This 
was believed to be sufficient to reduce soil water tension and create a little baseflow 
into the river but no run-off. Flow was visually estimated to be between 10 and 50 
megalitres per day. 

The run-of-river water parameter profiling technique 
The run-of-river water parameter profiling technique involves towing a set of water 
parameter sensors along a river while recording position using GPS. Variations in 
parameters of water coming down the river super-impose themselves on variations 
measured along the river. This temporal variation was minimized by traveling 
downstream gradually and continuously along with the flow and by conducting the 
survey over a short period of time (1 day). Temporal variation can be partly removed 
by setting up stationary parameter correction stations along the river but this was 
considered unnecessary on the Pages River in a period dominated by baseflow which 
only changes slowly. 
 
The technique is suitable for identifying groundwater influence sites along rivers. 
Groundwater influx creates sharp changes in the data due to different chemistry in the 
groundwater and river water. Some parameters are also affected by vegetation 
(aquatic weed etc.) and water aeration so interpretation of those parameters is not 
simple. 

Equipment 
A Garmin GPSMap 188 was used for positioning. A TPS 90-FLMVsw Dissolved 
Oxygen, Conductivity, TDS, pH, mV, Temp logger, hired from Enviroquip, was used 
to collect water parameters. All equipment was placed in a waterproof box with cable 
gland outlets for the sensors. A Panasonic toughbook computer with several serial 
ports, placed in the box, was used to log the data from the various instruments. 
Monitoring and control was continually conducted using a handheld Panasonic WiFi 
water-resistant touchscreen. 
 
All the equipment was placed in a small canoe with outriggers. It was floated / carried 
down the river by David Allen and Mark Lorenz who wore waders to cope with the 
cold water. Sensors were suspended in the water from the outrigger support bar and 
lifted into the canoe whenever rapids were encountered. Sensors may alternately be 
placed in a flow-through-chamber but this could not be organized in time for the 
survey – as a result the redox sensor was smashed on a rock part way through the 
survey. 
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Results 
Results have been tabulated in a Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet which accompanies this 
report. They have been graphed against distance down the river and posted as 
proportionally sized and colored symbols on a map of the area. 
 
Calibration: Calibration data in the logger stated that the sensors had been calibrated 
days before the survey. An independent check of EC response was conducted using 
test solutions. In distilled water, a response of 7.6 uS/cm was detected while in 1413 
uS/cm solution, a response of 1400+/-5 uS/cm was detected. For the purposes of this 
survey, EC calibration was therefore considered to be adequate. 

Discussion 
The EC profile clearly shows 2 sites where saline groundwater inflow is occurring. 
The first, and by far the most significant is Splitters Creek where some surface flow of 
about 1400 uS/cm is also observed to be entering. This is the only site where surface 
flows were observed to be entering the river. At this site, the 1400 uS/cm inflow is 
evident followed by a small length of river with lower EC where the 1400 uS/cm 
water is mixed with the main flow. Just downstream of this the groundwater inflow 
associated with Splitters creek builds up the EC in the River. Moving downstream, 
EC gradually drops again with the influence of fresh groundwater baseflow. Another 
jump, or, more precisely, closely spaced staggered set of small jumps in EC are 
observed just upstream of a sandstone gorge about 1 km up from where the coal seam 
first intersects the river. 
 
Dissolved oxygen is believed to be strongly influenced by air entrainment caused by 
rapids in the river. It was recorded by a Clark Cell principle probe which is not known 
for its fast response time. Interpretation is left for the project hydrogeologist. 
 
pH response is not simple and interpretation is left for the project hydrogeologist. The 
slightly low pH recorded during the first half hour (upstream of Splitters Creek) looks 
suspiciously like the result of contamination that took some time to dissolve off the 
sensor. The problem appears to have had no effect on the rest of the data. 
 
Redox potential interpretation is not simple and is left for the project hydrogeologist. 
 
Temperature data was affected by diurnal variation and movement of water in and out 
of the river gravel and is therefore of little use other than for the correction of other 
parameters automatically conducted. 
 
Depth data shows where the effect of deep pools on other parameters exists. 
Groundwater inflow effects are not expected to show up within pools but rather at the 
rapids between pools. Depth data reveals where the rapids are. Depth data also reveals 
the locations of large wide gravel beds through which most of the river flow occurs, 
again disguising the exact inflow points for saline groundwater.  
 
GPS data quality is expected to be around 5 metres for the majority of the dataset. 
Adequate GPS coverage could not always be attained particularly when traveling 
under dense tree cover and through deep gorges and a significant amount of data 
removal and extrapolation was required. At the very southern end of the survey the 
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result of poor GPS coverage is still evident. This part of the survey was conducted in 
the dark when patient waiting for constellation rearrangement was not tolerated. 

Recommendations for further work 
It is recommended that the survey be conducted again after a significant rain period 
after surface runoff has ceased but while baseflow is still prolific. 
 
Future surveys should be planned to occur over two days. A subterrainean EC survey 
using a geo-electric array could also be simultaneously conducted to precisely locate 
the salt sources in the ground beneath the river.  

Conclusion 
EC profiling along the Pages River clearly revealed 2 saline inflow sites where 
localized groundwater removal could improve the quality of water in the Pages River 
regardless of whether the Bickham Coal Mine is developed or not. 
 

Maps and Graphs 
On the following pages, the maps and graphs are presented. 
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Pages River Water Survey
from upstream of Splitters Creek down past the proposed Bickham Coal Mine - 8th June 2006.
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Pages River Water Survey
from upstream of Splitters Creek down past the proposed Bickham Coal Mine - 8th June 2006.
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Pages River Water Survey
from upstream of Splitters Creek down past the proposed Bickham Coal Mine - 8th June 2006.
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Pages River Water Survey
from upstream of Splitters Creek down past the proposed Bickham Coal Mine - 8th June 2006.
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